
part one.

“A drunk man will eventually return home but a drunk bird will lose its way in space.”

-- Hungarian Mathematician George Pólya

i.

Halfway between Boston and Spokane on I-90 West, somewhere south of Pierre, I 

slammed on the brakes, squeezing my molars, staring at her staring straight, and we 

skidded some twenty feet with our possessions and past shifting forward pushing against 

our backs. We jerked to a stop and everything fell back into place, the smell of scorched 

rubber climbing up the car, through the windows, into us. I inhaled and continued to stare 

at her. 

My mind was shooting too fast to precipitate into any real thought. Under the 

sound of the road, the air, the radio, and the pulse in my heart, my ears, my forehead, I 

heard the rhythmic, damp compression of gum and teeth.

I took my own gum out of my mouth and threw it past her face out her window. 

She was staring straight through the window, still chewing, slow and even.

“You’re chewing,” I said. She turned her head to me and blinked twice.

“You’re chewing metronomically,” I said.

“Metronomically?”

“You know what that means,” I said.

“You didn’t just skid off the road, you didn’t just almost flip your car and kill us, 

kill us Adrian, not to mention this illustrious paint job, just because I was chewing my 

gum metronomically.”

I didn’t.

“Yes, I did,” I said. “You know how much that upsets me, with your mouth wide 

open.” And then I did a loud impersonation. “Gnah Gnah Gnah Gnah.”

“Gnah Gnah Gnah,” she matched,

“I did, I did, gnah gnah, I did, fucking fuck—" I stopped trying and drove my fist 

into the horn, letting off a small honk, at which point she stopped. My hand let off two 

throbs of pains, and instead of saying something I pushed out my cheeks like a blowfish.

Out of the corner of my eye I saw, to my left, a small shack with a large rusty sign 

with a large rusty grilled cheese sandwich and the name “Quiney’s.”

Margaret, or Margot depending on how French she was feeling, or Meg 

depending on how bashful she was feeling, or Maggie depending on the wind chill factor, 

or Kate, whatever. She looked at me and batted her eyelashes and I imagined the air 

between us moving patiently in my direction. She smiled at me, took the gum out of her 

mouth, batted her eyes again and then sang “what’s wrong?” in the voice of some actress 

in a late twenties love drama. Greta Garbo.

She was a little hummingbird with magnificently yellow wings and cheeks and 

blue eyeliner, and I felt sort of like a jackass, but in a way that just made me a nickel 

more furious.

“You want to talk about things?” she said, with sympathy and not empathy. I 

looked at her to see if she was being sarcastic. Her arms were folded but she wasn’t. 

“Adrian, if you need to talk–”

I crossed my arms. “No.”

“Is this about–”



“No, it’s not.”

“Is this about–”

“No!”

“George?”

I stared out in front of me. I felt like a baby.

“Babe,” she said, and blanketed my hand with hers. “If you’re not going to tell me 

what’s wrong, we’re not going to get past it.”

She looked at me with her wide, gray, craterless eyes. 

“Will you talk to me?” she said, “You know I hate when you do this.”

“I can’t do this anymore,” I said. “I just– Jesus, we can’t… do this anymore.”

“Can’t do what?” she said.

I looked to the backseat and back at her.

“What?” she said.

“Meg, come on.”

She looked in the backseat and then attempted to look at me but just down to my 

collarbones.

I got out of the car, slammed the door, and tossed my orange-tinted aviators back 

into the car through the window. Given the situation, the halfway between Boston and 

Spokane, the girl, the gum, and my aviators, it would nice to be driving a white and 

Carolina blue beaten-up 1967 Cadillac Eldorado. But, god bless it, it’s a Moon Gray 2004 

Saturn, a high school graduation gift from Mom. Not the most beautiful machine, with its 

vintage Massachusetts plates and sides worn down from four Boston winters worth of 

rock salt, but it’s enough to get me from A to B to C.

So, I got out of the car and slammed the door to show Meg that I am being 

serious, I really can’t continue with this, and for about one second I actually believed it. I 

wanted to be back in Boston—God did I want to be back in Boston—but I didn’t want to 

drive back to Boston. I wanted to be in Boston before anything happened, when I had a 

girlfriend and research and a routine: a gym routine, a macronutrient routine, a sleep 

schedule, a TV schedule, a sex schedule… back when I had a path that wasn’t, literally, 

the open road, when I wasn’t paranoid that every car I saw was an undercover cop or the 

FBI, ready to read me my rights and slam me against my car and take my freedom like 

tweezers takes a splinter. All I wanted was the consistent vibration of normal life.

As I walked to Quiney’s I didn’t look back at her. In my mind’s eye I saw what I 

wanted to see—her crying profusely and breaking all of my CDs in half, her looking at 

her palms in regret—but I knew she was sitting there, watching my shirt, thinking about 

laying her hand on the small of my back, blinking in twos. 

In the restaurant I saw only one waitress and one customer: a schlub hunched over 

on a stool. I assumed there was a cook or two in the back. I couldn’t even figure out how 

Quiney’s got electricity, given there were no power lines or really any sign of life in the 

surrounding miles. The restaurant stood by itself, an oasis for tired truck drivers and 

bored road trippers.  

The waitress’ name tag said Judith and she looked around seventy-seven; her 

rumpled neck, geriatric smile and glazed eyes said so.

“Judy,” she said, “Welcome to Quiney’s. What can I get you for?”



I told her I’d like to take a seat and look at the menu first. 

“Surely sweetheart.” 

Judy looked almost exactly like Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg. And 

for all I could care, she was Ruth Bader Ginsburg.

I took a seat on a stool, two seats away from the lone customer.

Up close he looked as expected, a typical trucker—trucker hat, six-thirty shadow, 

a belly full of Funyuns and Red Bull, dirty khakis and a comfortable looking blue vest 

jacket with a gray thermal shirt underneath.

He had a name tag on, the bare style custodians have, black engraved type on 

white; it said Francis. He noticed me staring and looked up from his plate.

“My name is Frank,” he said. “I highly suggest the grilled cheese sandwich.”

I looked down at his plate of bacon and a quick chill jumped up my spine. 

“Come here often?” I asked.

He continued to look at me, but harder. He just smiled.

I told Judy I’d get a grilled cheese sandwich and a Coke. I thought I should have 

gotten something for Margot but at that point I was really entertaining the thought of 

being done with everything—the thought of eating this sandwich, slowly and pleasurably, 

tasting each bite and drinking this Coke like the first Coke your dad ever gave you. I was 

going to tip Judy heavily. She was going to show great gratitude and I would just smile at 

her. I would get in the car, give Meg an in-charge pat on the knee, pull a U-turn and be on 

our way back to our apartment, my apartment.

It took Judy two minutes to come back from the kitchen with a perfectly crusted, 

oozing sandwich. I picked up the sandwich right when the plate hit the table and after my 

first bite I became ravenous. It was the first time I’d been hungry since we left.

“Pretty good, right?” Frank smiled and tilted his head down. “Hate to say I told 

you so but I did… about the grilled cheese sandwich.”

He winked at me, and gave a very earnest smile. 

I looked back at Frank with a full mouth and nodded.

“Want to hear a story while you eat?”

I looked down for a few seconds and then looked back at Frank. He had the smile 

of a child, the way his lips expanded without a hint of inhibition.

“It’s a personal favorite,” he said, nodding towards me on the word personal.
“Okay,” I said.

“It takes place on Neptune.”

On the syllable tune something hard and soft clicked inside of me.

I swallowed and said, “okay.”

And Frank began…

“A couple of centuries ago, before we had the technology to view other planets 

closely, there were two families of bears on the baby blue Neptune, the farthest planet 

from Earth. There was only the vast emptiness of chilly blueness, and eight bears. The 

two bear families were the Murphys and…”

“Stop!” I shouted, from nowhere; the words shot out of my throat. Frank stopped 

and looked at me, with Judy, with complete stillness.

I didn’t know where the sweat was coming from. My palms were white, gripping 

my knees. The breeze on my hairline made me feel like a child; that’s exactly how I felt. 

I’d spent twenty years trying to shove this story to the bottom of my mind, and here it 



was, coming from outside it. And now that I couldn’t try to push it down, all I wanted to 

do was let it pour in and soothe me, and succumb. I nodded to Frank, who cleared his 

throat before beginning again.

“… the Murphys and the Mortensens. 

The Murphy family was Big Daddy Murph, Momma Murphy, big brother 

Seamus, and little brother Mickey. 

The Mortensen family was Pop Mortensen, Madam Mortensen, big brother 

Rasmus, and little sister Alma.

‘Stop staring,’ Seamus whispered to Mickey. It was the eve of the seventh moon, 

when the honey from the Honey Pit was starting to turn amazingly sweet.

‘I am not staring,’ Mickey whispered back.

He was staring.

‘You are staring. You’re staring at Alma,’ Seamus teased him, but then added 

sternly, ‘Look, but don’t look too long. Don’t forget you’re a Murphy and don’t forget 

what Big Daddy Murph says.’

It just so happened Mickey stopped listening as the word ‘Alma’ passed through 

Seamus’ bear mouth. ‘Alma,’ his mind repeated to him. The name began how it ended, a 

beautiful promise of sincerity. ‘Alma’ was barely even a word. You couldn’t roar it 

without ruining it.

‘Are you in love with her, Mickey; do you want to kiss her?’ Seamus said, going 

back to a playful tone.

Mickey decided to ignore the comment and continued to paw the golden syrup 

into his pail. But not too fast, he thought, not so fast that I can’t collect more mental 

images to last until the eve of the next moon.

Seamus finished, ‘Love, love. Love is a dangerous, stupid thing when you know 

it’s forbidden.’

Seamus looked at Mickey while cupping honey into his own pail very slowly. 

Mickey looked back at him, accepting Seamus’ words but showing they had no influence 

on him; sometimes even when you know you’re following love to all the wrong places, 

there’s nothing you can do. Seamus looked back into his pail at the motionless honey. It 

moved when it was by itself in the pit, but was still as space when it was in the pail. 

Honey moves so slow, even slower on Neptune because of the gravity.”

Frank bit off a piece of bacon. “Imagine that,” he said through the half-chewed 

bacon.

I followed his teeth moving around the pieces of bacon, smaller every second, like 

watching clothes in a dryer.

He swallowed. “Anyway…

“…As Mickey took a taste of the thick, sweet stuff, he looked at Seamus and 

wanted to tell him to stop joking; that he was confident if Alma died, Neptune would 

soon be two bears short of a full set; that families at war meant nothing compared with 

how Alma made his blood turn into scalding honey and swish through his organs.

He looked up at Alma. They caught each other’s gazes, but only for a second 

before Mickey saw something out of the corner of his eye. Before he knew it, the cold, 



small, crimson eyes of Rasmus were piercing his. Mickey was surprised to find so much 

hate rising through his body, the same vessel that had just contained the most divine 

feeling in the galaxy. The frigid shadow of the seventh moon began to creep up on the 

four bears.

Rasmus sent a sneer across the surface of the pond to Mickey, whose front two 

paws puttered backwards. Seamus nodded to Mickey and they turned to begin their walk 

home. Mickey pictured Alma’s blank face, her blue eyes reflecting the stunning horizon 

of Neptune in a New Moon. It was then that he made a promise to himself: he’d sooner 

perish than live without her love. Behind them, the Murphy brothers could hear the roar 

of Rasmus, echoing into…”

The diner door swung open so fast I thought the glass was going to shatter. It 

looked like Meg had put on some lipstick, and it also looked like she had time to add 

some blush. She was, undoubtedly, now in classic impatient-from-absolutely-fucking-

nowhere Meg mode.

“Hey there!” Meg said loudly, with her palm in the air facing us. I turned to look 

at Judy, who looked a little put off, but said “Hello there miss, what can I do you for?”

“Hmmm,” Meg said, strutting to the counter. “Let’s see.” She picked up a menu 

and started to scan it. “I’ll have one gyro, if that’s alright. Oh, also a side of fries, and 

let’s see here… with another side of ADRIAN GET THE FUCK BACK IN THE CAR.”

Why do women always look so beautiful when they scream? When their necks 

become these pulsating organs and their ears rise and their hips double in size and their…

I wiped the last bit of cheese grease from my lips, thanked Frank and left ten 

bucks on the counter. I was done with the sandwich and I was done with the scene, but I 

wasn’t done the trip, with Mags, with Spokane, and I knew I wasn’t done with the story. I 

followed her, imitating her stomp, back to the car.

Once inside, I saw her face, so angry but kind of vulnerable, and it brought me 

back to the first night I slept in the same bed with her, still three weeks before we’d 

finally kiss.


